
Itinerary�Example

Oaxaca City 

Day 1 : Arrival 
Welcome dinner,  includes food and 2 beverages

Fil l  out  As You Wish Travel Club  forms

Receive ful l  tr ip i t inerary

Day 2 : 'Adventure Begins'

Free t ime -  As You Wish Travel Club activit ies  l ist
available (Cost  not  included) 

Group A:  Departs  to Hierve El  Agua 

Group B:  Weaving and Beading Tour 

Group A + B:  Mythology Night Tour 

Day 3 : 'Cultural Exploration'
Breakfast/Free t ime (Cost  not  included)

Group A:  Departs  on ALL DAY 'Mexican Women
Entrepreneurs'  tour 

Group B:  Attends 'Tasting 7 Moles '  food tour 

Group B:  Attends 'Dance Class '

Free Time (Cost  not  Included)  

8/5

Free t ime -  As You Wish Travel Club  activit ies  l ist
available (Cost  not  included)

We wil l  announce the departure t ime of  the transport
to Costa Chica 24 hours before departure t ime.
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Itinerary�Example

Costa Chica 

Day 1 : Departure and Arrival 
Depart  from Oaxaca City

Arrival  in Costa Chica 

Market  Tour 

Lunch (Cost  not  included) 

Day 2 : 'Wondrous Welcome'
Continental  Breakfast  

Depart  from Hotel  

Horseback riding through nature 

Soaking in the natural  hot  springs 

Van pickup at  docks 

Boat r ide through the lagoons of  Costa Chica 

Check in to Hotel  

Dinner Location TBA (Cost  not  included) 

Picnic lunch at  the hot  springs 

Night bioluminescence boat  tour through the lagoon 

Check in to Hotel  

8/5

Free t ime -  As You Wish Travel Club  activit ies  l ist
available (Cost  not  included)

Free Time -  As You Wish Travel Club  activit ies  l ist
available  (Cost  not  included) 
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Itinerary�Example�

Costa Chica II  

Day 3 : 'Exploring Afro Mexico'

Day 4 : 'Loving Learning'
Breakfast  

Return to mainland 

Check into hotel  in Afro Mexican community 

Snack

Tour of  texti le  market  and shopping

Depart  hotel  

8/5

Continental  Breakfast  

Tour of  the Afro Mexican community and its  people

Visit  an Afro Mexican school  and i f  incl ined,  make supply
donation (Donation optional  -  Cost  not  included)

Lunch (Cost  not  included)

Free Time -  As You Wish Travel Club tours and
activit ies  l ist  available (Cost  not  included)

Dinner and reception with 5-star,  well  known Chef,  Gerardo
Aguliar

Free Time (Cost  not  included)

Tour of  one of  the ONLY Afro Mexican museums in the
country!

Beach t ime 

Lunch (Cost  not  included)

Free Time -   Activit ies  l ist  available (Cost  not  included) 

Return to hotel
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As You Wish Travel Club 

Adventure: 

Biking in the Countryside - Enjoy the beauty of the fresh countryside of Oaxaca City taking breaks
to enjoy delicious meals and drinks, all while learning about the rich and exciting history of its people.

Exploring the City of Oaxaca by Bike - Our guided tour will take you through city streets, exploring
the fantastic art and architecture Oaxaca City has to offer while we learn about the culture, customs,
and cuisine.

Flying Through The Air - Ziplining through the amazing mountains and forests of Oaxaca takes you
closer to the beautiful flora and fauna it has to offer!

Hierve El Agua - Behold the stunning beauty of the petrified waterfalls of Hierve el Agua formed
thousands of years ago by the runoff of calcium carbonated water. A unique place where you can
walk on impressive rock formations and even swim in the natural spring fed pools.

Hiking in the Cloud Forest in Sierra Norte - Visit the highlands of Oaxaca in Sierra Norte, the
'Cloud Forest' with views you cannot miss. Explore the lifestyles of the indigenous Mountain Valley,
3,200 meters above sea level. Fall in love with local flora and fauna like trees, agave, wildflowers,
and breathtaking birds. Walking through a stunning forest, climbing on tall rock walls, walking over
extended ridges. Hike 4.5 miles, recommended good hiking shoes. Enjoy a yummy lunch with the
village people where you dine on mountaintop cuisine.

[Available Oaxaca City Activities ] 

Our Oaxaca City adventure has over 30 activities for you to choose from. Here are some of the
examples you can look forward to! 
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As You Wish Travel Club 

[Available Oaxaca City Activities ] 

Culture: 

Exploring Creativity Through Ink Engraving - This course is aimed at people who want to
learn about the technique of engraving and graphics, so all that is required is your enthusiasm
for this art and excitement to learn! 

Oaxacan Architecture - Oaxacan architecture has many hidden secrets and you will have a
chance to discover them; You will see architectural examples of Colonial, Baroque, Porfirio, Art
Deco, and more!

Making Beautiful Oaxacan Embroidery - Embroider your own fabric using techniques taught
by artisans and frame it at home as a reminder of your beautiful experience 

Mexican Women Entrepreneurs (Our Favorite) - Visit exclusively run and operated industries
that were traditionally run by men and have successfully been taken over by women. Learn the
history of resistance through their creation of the famous alebrijes carvings and have the
opportunity to paint your own as a takeaway. You will visit a family of sisters in a women's
booming business, witness their skill, and purchase their incredibly beautiful products. Then,
you will observe a workshop where women handcraft gold and silver leaf to restore temples
across the country 

Spirituality: 

Traditional Mexican Medicine Workshop - observe and learn the history of
traditional medicine in the form of herbal teas, massages for specific body parts, and
remedies for illnesses like sore throats. 
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As You Wish Travel Club 

[Available Oaxaca City Activities ] 

Cuisine: 

Mezcal and Mole - You'll have the opportunity to experience the diversity of different
Mezcales and explore a variety of seven mole flavors, all curated and carefully crafted by
a cuisine professional. 

Pre-Hispanic Cooking Class - Learn about the most praised mole recipes in the city,
visit the producers and try their menus. Then get a chance to learn some recipes to take
home for yourself!

Art and Cocoa in Oaxaca - Make a print from a woodcut block with the help of a local
artist and bring it home! Then a cacao tasting with explanations of the Oaxacan tradition
of production of cacao's and its uses in the community, with an organic and sustainable
project in the center. 

Ethnic Mixology Course Using Organic Mezcal - Talk about the history of mixology, its
evolution and the new trend of reinterpreting the drinks in our communities. The
workshop will stimulate your imagination and teach you all the possibilities of making a
mixology drink with a beautiful presentation.

Tasting Seven Moles - Experience flavors you have never had before, with ingredients
that you find in Oaxaca state that are unique and unforgettable in all of Mexico and the
world. 

Pairing of Organic Chocolate and Mezcal - In this experience, you will quickly learn
about the biodiversity of agaves, cocoa and flower plants, as well as the rules of
combining flavors in an unbeatable way so that you can create it anywhere in the world
together with your loved ones.

Mezcal Tasting with an Anthropological View - Discover the beautiful stories that each
mezcal has to tell, and the relationship that every producer has with their land and the
biodiversity that surrounds them.
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